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A B S T R A C T   

Climate change presents a significant challenge to lagoon ecosystems, which are highly valued coastal envi-
ronments known for their provision of unique ecosystem services. As important as fragile, lagoons are vulnerable 
to both natural processes and anthropogenic activities, and this vulnerability is exacerbated by the impacts of 
climate change, which are likely to result in severe ecological consequences. The complexity of water quality 
(WQ) processes, characterized by compounding and interconnected pressures, highlights the importance of 
adequate sophisticated methods to estimate future ecological impacts on lagoon environments. In this setting, a 
hybrid framework is introduced where Machine Learning (ML) and biogeochemical (BGC) models are integrated 
in a sequential modelling approach. This integration exploits the unique strengths offered by both models. The 
ML model allows capturing and learning linear and nonlinear correlations from historical data; the BGC in-
terprets and simulates complex environmental systems subject to compounded pressures, building on identified 
causal relationships. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Random Forest (RF) ML algorithms are trained, validated 
and tested within the Venice lagoon case study to assimilate historical WQ data (i.e., water temperature, salinity, 
and dissolved oxygen) and spatio-temporal information (i.e., monitoring station location and month), and to 
predict changes in chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) conditions. Then, projections from the BGC model SHYFEM-BFM for 
2019, 2050, and 2100 timeframes under RCP 8.5 are integrated into the ML model (composing the hybrid ML- 
BGC model) to evaluate Chl-a variations under future biogeochemical conditions forced by climate change 
projections. Moreover, the SHYFEM-BFM standalone Chl-a projections are also used to compare the hybrid and 
the BGC scenarios. Annual and seasonal Chl-a predictions are developed by classes based on two classification 
modes (median and quartiles) established on the descriptive statistics computed on historical data. Results from 
the case study showed as the RF successfully classifies Chl-a with an overall model accuracy of about 80% for the 
median and 61% for the quartiles modes. Concerning future climate change scenarios, results revealed a 
decreasing trend for the lowest Chl-a values (below the first quartile, i.e. 0.85 µg/l) moving to the far future 
(2100), with an opposite rising trend for the highest Chl-a values (above the fourth quartile, i.e. 2.78 µg/l). On 
the seasonal level, summer remains the season with the highest Chl-a values in all scenarios, although in 2100 a 
strong increase in higher Chl-a values is also expected during the springtime one. The proposed hybrid frame-
work represents a valuable approach to strengthen both multivariate Chl-a modelling and scenarios analysis, by 
placing artificial intelligence-based models alongside biogeochemical models.   

1. Introduction 

Lagoons are highly productive ecosystems that provide a range of 

natural services valuable for society (Newton et al., 2018; Anthony et al., 
2009). They are characterized by a high rate of dynamic changes in the 
natural environment and significant biological productivity and 
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diversity that sustain the socio-economic development of coastal com-
munities. However anthropogenic activities can lead to the degradation 
of natural resources, posing the need for environmental monitoring and 
regulation (Lloret et al., 2008; Solidoro et al., 2010). As transition sys-
tems between land and sea, and due to their restricted exchange with the 
adjacent sea, coastal lagoons are particularly prone to eutrophication (i. 
e., the phenomenon of excessive algal productivity, due to over-
stimulation of plant growth and disruption in the production and 
metabolism of organic matter (Cloern, 2001). A phenomenon that is also 
emphasized by the increasing population densities and/or the use of 
fertilizers for agriculture in the surrounding watershed (Anthony et al., 
2009; Lloret et al., 2008). The Venice Lagoon ecosystem is extremely 
vulnerable to eutrophication, also considering the particular vulnera-
bility of this area to climate change (Bednar-Friedl et al., 2022). Changes 
in climate conditions, i.e. variations in temperature and precipitation 
patterns, are expected to affect WQ by: i) changing in timing and de-
livery of river input and associated nutrient load (Salon et al., 2008), 
with cascading impact on biogeochemical dynamics (Cossarini et al., 
2008) and related ecosystems’ goods and services (Canu et al., 2010), 
and ii) overheating water under extreme heat waves, triggering the 
migration (or death) of individual organisms (Caretta et al., 2022; Sen 
Gupta et al., 2020). Additionally, the continuous increase in human--
made inputs applied to most agro-ecosystems has increased yields but 
may be offset by reductions in the quality of the natural capital (e.g., 
land degradation, pollution, depletion of natural resources) (de Backer 
et al., 2009); in turn, this may also contribute to WQ changes while 
altering nutrients river inflow inside the lagoon (Grafton et al., 2018). 
This range of interconnected pressures poses several research questions 
on future WQ status (Bednar-Friedl et al., 2022; Mack et al., 2019). The 
lagoon expected multiple pressures highlight the importance of 
adequate methods to estimate the future extent of climatic drivers and 
their ecological impacts on the fragile environment to support appro-
priate actions for climate change adaptation. 

Recent advances in the field of Artificial Intelligence and determin-
istic modelling (such as biogeochemical, BGC models) have been 
massively applied to model, anticipate, and predict natural hazards, 
including harmful algal blooms, high turbidity, acidification, and anoxia 
in open ocean (Kwiatkowski et al., 2020), coastal areas (Uusitalo et al., 
2022) and lagoons (Aslan et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2020; Morucci et al., 
2020; Politikos et al., 2021). Deterministic models are based on only a 
set of well identified processes, assumed to be the most relevant for the 
considered aim, and cannot capture, nor describe, dynamics emerging 
from processes not specifically included in the model. Furthermore they 
rely on a-priori knowledge that is often extrapolated from controlled 
experiments, usually not fully representative of the real-world vari-
ability, and require mathematical description of natural processes that 
could be incomplete or inaccurate. Conversely, ML data driven ap-
proaches describe and reproduce observed pattern in data regardless the 
underpinning processes and can therefore capture relationships and 
dependencies that cannot be included and modelled by deterministic 
models. Nevertheless, often the adopted ML algorithms require a solid 
inductive knowledge, provided by the physics of the phenomenon at 
stake (or at least the understanding of it). 

Conscious that ML needs a large volume of data covering proper 
range of variability to be trained, and shows high performing skills in a 
big data context (L’Heureux et al., 2017), the availability of high tem-
poral resolute WQ monitored data within the Venice Lagoon has made it 
possible to develop a hybrid framework that combines ML and BGC 
models to unravel and model environmental systems even within the 
context of climate change scenarios. Therefore, a hybrid approach that 
take advantages of the growing availability of knowledge on processes, 
computational resources, and big volume of data has the potential to 
achieve more flexibility and full synergy among the strengths of deter-
ministic BGC simulations and ML. The hybridization is intended in this 
study as a modelling approach involving the combination of 
deterministic-based numerical models and data-driven models as a part 

of the common modelling pipeline (Borisova et al., 2021). In this way, 
the hybrid modelling of biogeochemical marine and coastal processes 
benefits from both the interpretability of numerical simulations and the 
extrapolation and generalization capabilities of advanced ML methods. 
In particular, the hybridization involves incorporating the output, i.e., 
future projections, of the Venice Lagoon BGC model into a supervised 
ML algorithm, that is fine-tuned on a suite of WQ variables to predict 
Chl-a, that is a recognized eutrophication proxy (Vinçon-Leite & Case-
nave, 2019). 

Building on this framework, this study aims at improving the un-
derstanding of Chl-a behaviour in the Venice Lagoon over the last ten 
years (2008–2019) and then evaluating the potential Chl-a variations 
under baseline and futures climate change conditions. To this end, a 
descriptive statistical analysis is preliminarily carried out to investigate 
the temporal variation of WQ variables, then a multivariate analysis 
with Random Forest (RF) ad Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) ML algo-
rithms is performed. Future dynamics are investigated by integrating in 
the ML-model the projections of physical and biogeochemical state 
variables obtained with the SHYFEM-BFM BGC model (Melaku Canu 
et al., 2023) for the years 2019, 2050 and 2100. The focus is on the 
predictions of Chl-a future estimates under a climate change scenario 
that encloses all the expected changes and poses greater environmental 
stress, i.e., the business-as-usual RCP 8.5 scenario (Brazil et al., 2008; 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2014; Riahi et al., 2011). 

In the next sections, after a brief description of the case study (Sec-
tion 2), data, variables and methodological approach underpinning the 
joint ML and BGC modelling framework are explained (Section 3). 
Finally, results on future Chl-a scenarios from both the hybrid ML-BGC 
and the BGC standalone models are compared and discussed (Section 4). 

2. Study Area 

The Venice Lagoon (northern Adriatic Sea, Italy) is the largest lagoon 
system in Italy, with a total surface of approx. 550 km2, and one of the 
largest in the Mediterranean Sea (Sfriso et al., 2009). It is a poly-
morphous shallow coastal environment with a mean depth of 1 ± 0.3 m 
and large canals connected with the sea through three inlets (i.e., Lido, 
Malamocco, and Chioggia) 10–15 m deep (Facca et al., 2014), charac-
terized by the presence of a multiplicity of aquatic (e.g., salt marshes, 
shoals, and mud flats) and terrestrial (e.g., islands, coastal strips) habi-
tats (Bernardi Aubry et al., 2021). The tidal seawater flowing through 
the three-port inlets amounts to approximately a third of the total vol-
ume of the lagoon at each tidal cycle (Gačić et al., 2004), with a hy-
drodynamic residence time of 1 to 3 days close to the inlets and 15–20 
days to the mainland (Cucco & Umgiesser, 2006). Freshwater inputs 
arise from the regulated flow of 12 main tributaries from a drainage 
basin of about 1850 km2, accounting for around 35 m3 s− 1 y-1, with 
seasonal peaks in spring and autumn (Bernardi Aubry et al., 2021; 
Zuliani et al., 2005). Nowadays, the lagoon mostly is well-oxygenated 
(Çevirgen et al., 2020), and it might be classified as a well-mixed estu-
ary (i.e., the water column is completely mixed, making the estuary 
vertically homogeneous), defined by a strong inshore salinity gradient 
(Bendoricchio & De Boni, 2005; Solidoro et al., 2004). 

Due to its variability, the Venice case is analysed in this study 
considering the hydro-morphological characteristics of the lagoon, with 
a specific focus on its water bodies and related chemical and environ-
mental features (case study in Fig. 1). Indeed, based on art.2 of the Water 
Framework Directive (WFD) (EC, 2000), and the Italian D.Lgs n.152/ 
2006 on transitional waters, the lagoon is divided into 14 water bodies. 
These water bodies have been defined in relation to i) pressures affecting 
them, ii) the information available on the physicochemical and ecolog-
ical status, and iii) their hydro-morphological features (ARPA Veneto, 
2021). In the present study, data of 10 monitoring stations belonging to 
7 water bodies; i.e., PC1 Dese, PC2 Millecampi Teneri, EC Palude 
Maggiore, ENC1 Centro Sud, PNC1 Marghera, ENC4 Sacca Sessola, CS 
Centro Storico in Fig. 1) are analysed. 
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Considerable effort was undertaken in the past to reduce the pollu-
tion load into the lagoon (Runca et al., 1996). It has been estimated that 
a mean of 4000 tons of nitrogen and 180 tons of phosphorous per year 
are discharged in the lagoon environment from the drainage basin 
(MAV, 2008). During the last decades, the excess of nutrients in the 
water column has induced a series of algal blooms phenomena (Facca 
et al., 2014; Runca et al., 1996). In the 1970 s they were typically 
phytoplankton blooms (Chl-a up to 190 μg/l in 1978), then subsequently 
macroalgae, in particular nitrophilous opportunistic species, like Ulva 
rigida, which have become the dominant primary producers (in the 
shallow areas with high nutrient input and poor water exchange, Ulva 
outcompetes phytoplankton) (Facca et al., 2014; Solidoro et al., 2010). 

Among the abundant algal blooms frequently observed and recorded 
during years (Facca et al., 2014; Sfriso et al., 1989, 2019), mentionable 
are the events of July 2013 and May 2017. During these events, an 
anomalous growth of Ulva, Gracilaria, and Agardhiella algae were 
observed as a consequence of particular meteorological cascading events 
featured by abundant precipitations (e.g., 800 mm for the period 
January-June 2013) and a subsequent heat wave (e.g., June 2013 
maximum temperature between 28 ◦C and 30 ◦C) (ARPA Veneto, 2013). 
These events resulted particularly impactful due to brown discoloration 
of the water and fish mortality, which led to ecosystem services losses (e. 
g., reduction in food provisioning and habitat conservation). 

3. Data and methods 

A hybrid framework to evaluate past Chl-a behaviours and the pos-
sibility that the WQ equilibrium will be more likely to be altered by Chl- 
a variations under the mid and far future, is here proposed (Fig. 2). As 
mentioned earlier, this framework allows exploiting functionalities and 
strengths of two different types of models: a ML and a BGC model. In 
particular, the ML model is used to analyse historical data, then the 
hybridization of the ML model with the BGC model (herein hybrid ML- 
BGC model) is performed to compute baseline and future Chl-a 

predictions under the RCP 8.5 scenario. Furthermore, the results of the 
ML-BGC model are compared with the projections obtained from the 
BGC model. 

The following section presents the descriptive analysis of the data 
and variables used within this study (Section 3.1). Moreover, the hybrid 
ML-BGC framework is described, providing details on the design of the 
ML model (Section 3.2), as well as the scenario development (Section 
3.3). 

3.1. Data and variables analysis 

The developed ML models are based on the WQ data acquired in the 
10 monitoring stations of the Venice Lagoon SAMANET network1 (see 
Fig. 1) for the 2008–2019 timeframe. Daily water temperature, salinity, 
and dissolved oxygen (DO) data are used as predictor variables in this 
study to estimate Chl-a levels. The limited availability of data on nu-
trients (e.g., nitrogen and phosphorous) concentration, showing very 
low temporal resolutions and coverage (i.e., seasonal observations from 
2011 to 2019) did not allow to include these variables in the designed 
ML model, although they are undoubtedly relevant in driving Chl-a 
levels. Nevertheless, as a surrogate for this gap, nutrients are inte-
grated in the framework as an additional input of the deterministic BGC 
model SHYFEM-BFM. The SHYFEM-BFM 3D coupled hydrodynamic and 
biogeochemical model applied to the Venice Lagoon (Melaku Canu 
et al., 2023), simulates the hydrodynamic, water temperature and 

Fig. 1. Location of the Venice Lagoon and its hydro-morphological features. The 10 SAMANET sampling monitoring stations are marked by orange dots. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

1 The SAMANET Network consists of 10 automatic detection stations equip-
ped with multi-parameter probes, presenting a fairly uniform distribution 
across the whole lagoon. These stations are designed to continuously acquire 
data on physical–chemical parameters (i.e., salinity, water temperature, pres-
sure, dissolved oxygen, Chl-a, and turbidity) with a very high time–frequency 
(half-hourly services), allowing to capture seasonal variations in WQ and to 
study complex dynamics of interaction underpinning natural processes at a very 
short time scale (https://solve.corila.it/). 
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salinity and the evolution in time of 54 biogeochemical state variables, 
on a staggered finite element grid consisting of 6017 nodes and 10,417 
elements. The water column is discretized into 7 vertical layers. 

In Table 1 the metadata of the datasets used within this study are 
resumed moreover, the descriptive statistics for the four datasets are 
reported in Table 2. 

3.1.1. Historical data for ML model design 
The dynamics governing the evolution of Chl-a, temperature, DO, and 

salinity, parameters indicative of the trophic state and used in lagoon 
classification, are multifaceted and interlinked (Ciavatta et al., 2008; 
Solidoro et al., 2010). The detail of variables’ interrelations lays the 
ground for train, validate and test the reference ML model, which is built 
on the learning of variables’ complex interdependences. As can be seen 
in the histograms in the Supplementary Material 1 (SM1), representing 
the values measured on the 10 monitoring stations, the WQ parameters 
and, in particular Chl-a, are not normally distributed. The Spearman 
rank correlation, which is a non-parametric test, is then considered the 
most appropriate to be applied to measure the degree of association 
among variables (in Figure SM2.a can be found the p-value test that 
confirms the no-random nature of presented correlations). The advan-
tage of the Spearman rank correlation test is that it does not carry any 
assumptions on data distribution and is the appropriate correlation 
metric when variables are measured on a scale that is at least ordinal 
(Myers & Sirois, 2006). As far as the correlation matrix on historical data 
is concerned (Figure SM2.b), it can be seen that Chl-a is positively 
correlated with water temperature (0.46), possibly suggesting that 
temperature drives algae growth, while Chl-a is negatively correlated 
with salinity (-0.18), presumably linked to river discharge and related 
nutrient loads (Acri et al., 2020; Bendoricchio & De Boni, 2005; Solidoro 
et al., 2004). Analysing the Venice Lagoon WQ trends it is also noticed 
that lower salinity values generally correspond to higher nutrient and 
Chl-a concentrations. Moreover, several studies (Al-Taee, 2018; 
Håkanson & Eklund, 2010) indicated that salinity increase in aquatic 
ecosystems affects most plants and causes ionic and osmotic stresses and 
biochemical and morphological alterations, as well as a nutrient 
imbalance. In particular, Al-Taee, 2018 demonstrated that increases in 
salinity immediately reduce net carbon fixation rates, while affecting 
photosynthetic pigments, Chl-a, and carotenoids. Concerning DO and 

Chl-a correlations, it is well known that DO is related to Chl-a, partic-
ularly during eutrophication events. When algal blooms eventually die, 
microbial decomposition severely depletes DO, creating a hypoxic or 
anoxic dead zone, lacking sufficient oxygen to support most organisms 
(Facca et al., 2014). Dead zones are found in many water bodies espe-
cially during summer (Politikos et al., 2021). Accordingly, in the matrix 
the Chl-a is negatively correlated (-0.34) with DO, following the in-
fluences of microbial oxygen consumption during degradation of 
organic matter of algal and vegetal origin (Acri et al., 2020; Baxter, 
2019). 

3.1.2. BGC projections from the coupled biogeochemical model 
The development of Chl-a scenarios under future climate change 

conditions is based on projections from the Coupled biogeochemical 
model SHYFEM-BFM under both mid (2050) and far futures (2100) 
relative to the baseline (2019). The BGC model SHYFEM-BFM has been 
recently developed and applied to the Venice Lagoon (Melaku Canu 
et al., 2023), compared with field data, and used to perform simulations 
under climate scenarios (Melaku Canu at al., 2023). 

The coupled model is based on SHYFEM (Umgiesser et al., 2004) an 
open-source hydrodynamic model, and on BFM (Vichi et al., 2020), an 
open-source biogeochemical model. SHYFEM solves the shallow water 
equations reproducing water levels and transports, heat transport and 
water temperature at each time step. The model computes on time the 
physical processes, the transport, dispersion, and transformation of 
biogeochemical variables according to the physical processes. A daily 
output of the state variables is provided. The Biogeochemical Flux Model 
(BFM) (Vichi et al., 2020) reproduces the state and dynamics of 53 state 
variables representing the carbon cycling, nitrogen, phosphorus, oxy-
gen, and silica among water, non-living and living organic matter, tak-
ing into account microbial and plankton activity. The dynamics of the 
system depend on the state of the environment, represented by various 
external parameters e.g., solar radiation and water temperature, and 
evolve over time, influenced by changes in the physical state of the 
system. The model considers nine classes of plankton based on given 
functional characteristics, and divides them into three basic classes: 
primary producers (phytoplankton), predators (micro- and meso--
zooplankton), and decomposers (bacteria). 

The SHYFEM-BFM model is implemented using a mesh of over 

Fig. 2. Hybrid framework designed to outline Chl-a climate change scenarios.  
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10,000 elements and 6000 nodes. The model takes into account time 
variable inputs, boundary conditions and meteorological forcing such as 
river inputs of water and nutrients, exchange of water and biogeo-
chemical variables with the sea, and meteorological forcing. Model in-
puts forcing and boundary conditions are set using observations and 
model projections. More specifically, meteorological forcing (including 
pressure, wind speed (u and v), total precipitation, relative humidity, 
mean air temperature at 2 m, solar radiation at the Earth’s surface, 
thermal radiation at the ground) is determined using data generated by 
the CCLM model (COSMO CLM) for the RCP 8.5 scenario (Bucchignani 
et al., 2016). Data for ocean boundaries (water temperature, salinity, 
and biogeochemistry at inlets) are taken from the CMCC NEMO model 
(Reale et al., 2022; Solidoro et al., 2022). A bias correction is applied to 
the data set using real observations from 2019. The load from rivers is 
changed in its seasonal pattern in the scenario by modulating the river 
discharge according to the precipitation pattern in the basin, while the 
baseline nutrient concentration (2019) was maintained in accordance 
with ARPAV observations. Finally, sea level data are calculated by 
applying a trend with linear sea level rise between 2019 and 2100, with 
a rise of 0.71 m (Zanchettin et al., 2021). 

3.1.3. Historical data and BGC projections: A comparison 
This paragraph presents a preliminary comparative analysis of the 

historical and future (BGC projections) datasets to capture similarities 
and differences in trends and extreme values of the selected WQ vari-
ables. In particular, as a first exploratory data analysis, the descriptive 
statistics and the boxplots of the four datasets (as reported in Table 1 and 
Table 2) are presented in Fig. 3, evidencing important patterns on the 
historical (2008–2019), SHYFEM-BFM baseline (2019), mid (2050) and 
far (2100) future scenarios. In particular, looking at Fig. 3.a, in which 
Chl-a series are compared, the boxplots are relatively narrow, suggesting 
a low range of variability in Chl-a values across all the four time series. 
Moreover, Chl-a distributions appear right-skewed, indicating a non- 
normal distribution. The main difference emerges among extreme 
values, which are shown as outliers in the boxplot. In the Chl-a historical 
data, extreme values are more abundant than in the SHYFEM-BFM data 
and their magnitude (up to a maximum of 60.9 µg/l Chl-a) is much 
higher than the maximum of SHYFEM-BFM data (13.27 µg/l). While this 
could suggest a limited ability of the biogeochemical model SHYFEM- 
BFM to capture the full range of natural variability, it should be 
considered that the historical data incorporate the interannual vari-
ability from multiple years (2008–2019), while annual cycles are 
simulated with the SHYFEM-BFM model. This limited capability to 
capture the extremes is entirely to be expected, since the model does not 
represent all components of the system, but only a subset of them 
assumed to be relevant for capturing the main system features, and is 
therefore by design ineffective to reproduce all fluctuations and ex-
tremes. Furthermore, the model capability to reproduce extreme events 
is reduced by the lack of extreme variability in the external forcings (i.e., 
rivers input), which is filtered off by the (low) frequency of the forcing 
monitoring systems. 

Comparing temperature boxplots (Fig. 3.b) it can be noted that me-
dians of historical and SHYFEM-BFM for the year 2019 have coherent 
values (between 15.8 ◦C and 16.6 ◦C), which are expected to increase in 
the future, with values around 19.6 ◦C and 22.3 ◦C for the year 2050 and 
2100 respectively. The interquartile range is wider in the historical data 
(-1.6 ◦C to 32.0 ◦C), and narrower in the SHYFEM-BFM outputs (2019: 
2.4 – 32.9 ◦C, 2050: 4.1 – 8.2 ◦C, 2100: 34.0 – 39.0 ◦C). Comparing the 
interquartile ranges, to examine how the data is dispersed between each 
sample, it can be noted that lengths are similar, and outliers are not 
present. In the latter, the maximum water temperature values are 
reached in the 2100 dataset with 39.0 ◦C of daily mean. In general, the 
historical, 2050, and 2100 temperature-related series show a normal 
distribution instead the year 2019 seems slightly positively skewed. 

As far as DO is concerned, box plots in Fig. 3.c show more dispersed 
data in the historical series and less ones in the SHYFEM-BFM Ta
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projections. Looking at the minimum and maximum values, great dif-
ferences can be noted. As far historical data is concerned, the minimum 
value of the outlier (0 mmol/m3) is significatively lower compared to the 
SHYFEM-BFM, where the minimum value is reached in 2100 (168.7 
mmol/m3). Nevertheless, this difference is not so relevant when looking 
at the minimum of whisker, in which historical data present a value of 

212.5 mmol/m3 whereas SHYFEM-BFM is 213 mmol/m3. Similar 
behaviour can be mentioned for maximum values: the maximum 
whisker for historical data is 313 mmol/m3, while 289.2 mmol/m3 for 
the year 2050. The mean and the median values of historical data are 
similar to those of the 2019 and 2050 datasets (i.e., between 258 and 
265 mmol/m3), while for 2100 a decrease in DO is projected by the 

Table 2 
Descriptive statistics for the four datasets: the historical period (2008–2019) measured by the SAMANET network, and the SHYFEM-BFM outputs for the baseline 
(2019) and future scenarios (2050 and 2100).  

Historical (SAMANET) 2008–2019  SHYFEM-BFM 2019  
Temperature (◦C) Salinity (PSU) DO (mmol/m3) Chl-a (µg/l)   Temperature (◦C) Salinity (PSU) DO (mmol/m3) Chl-a (µg/l) 

mean 16.66 29.25 263.55 2.42  mean 16.84 31.38 258.02 1.41 
std 7.72 3.96 71.73 2.97  std 7.79 3.10 32.14 0.91 
min − 1.55 1.85 0.00 0.02  min 2.38 21.38 190.86 0.30 
0.25 9.74 27.24 212.51 0.85  0.25 10.53 28.99 229.68 0.81 
0.50 16.63 30.04 259.49 1.46  0.50 15.88 31.72 260.44 1.07 
0.75 23.56 32.08 313.05 2.78  0.75 24.65 33.95 280.44 1.79 
max 32.34 37.62 668.89 60.93  max 32.88 36.71 342.01 6.93  

SHYFEM-BFM 2050  SHYFEM-BFM 2100  
Temperature (◦C) Salinity (PSU) DO (mmol/m3) Chl-a (µg/l)   Temperature (◦C) Salinity (PSU) DO (mmol/m3) Chl-a (µg/l) 

mean 19.62 32.85 265.20 1.20  mean 22.66 33.64 243.37 1.00 
std 7.97 2.64 49.86 0.92  std 7.95 2.92 38.86 0.81 
min 4.06 24.86 182.33 0.09  min 8.20 25.49 168.71 0.05 
0.25 12.20 30.83 226.23 0.50  0.25 15.86 31.91 212.96 0.37 
0.50 19.63 33.09 263.02 1.01  0.50 22.25 34.01 243.03 0.82 
0.75 27.89 35.12 289.23 1.66  0.75 29.95 36.04 266.90 1.37 
max 34.01 37.27 556.48 13.27  max 38.98 38.47 511.97 7.43  

Fig. 3. Boxplots for Chl-a (a), water temperature (b), dissolved oxygen (c), and salinity (d) under the historical period (2008–2019, as measured by the SAMANET 
network), and the SHYFEM-BFM outputs for baseline (2019) and future projections (2049 and 2099). Mean values are indicated by the green triangles. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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SHYFEM-BFM model (mean and median around 243 mmol/m3). 
Salinity is the variable that more strongly differs between historical 

and modelled data. Comparing the boxplots medians (Fig. 3.d), the 
value of the historical data (30.0 PSU) is slightly lower than the median 
value obtained with the SHYFEM-BFM for 2019 (31.7 PSU). Historical 
series present more dispersed data (larger interquartile range) and wider 
ranges of values than the SHYFEM-BFM model outputs. For the future 
scenarios, a further increase of average salinity is predicted by the 
SHYFEM-BFM model. This is mainly due to the SHYFEM-BFM model 
boundary conditions (see Section 3.1.2), where future model projections 
are dependent on the sea-level scenarios. As sea level is expected to be 
higher in the mid- long- term, a greater inflow of seawater into the 
lagoon is assumed, causing the salinity concentration increase. 

3.2. ML model design 

ML models for the classification and prediction of different Chl-a 
classes are developed building on two different classification modes 
(see paragraph 3.2.1 for details). Models are trained on historical 
(SAMANET) data (i.e., training), and then used to assign Chl-a class 
labels to the testing set, where the values of the predictors are known (i. 
e., water temperature, salinity, DO, station and month), but those of the 
response class label are not (i.e., testing). ML models are trained and 
validated (with the K-fold Cross-Validation2 technique) on 70% of the 
dataset and tested in the remaining 30% (the two datasets have been 
randomly split) (Figure SM3). This approach is repeated by applying two 
different supervised ML algorithms, i.e., RF and MLP (see paragraph 
3.2.2). The results are then compared and the model with the best 
performances is selected for the climate change scenarios analysis (see 
paragraph 3.2.3). 

3.2.1. Classification modes 
Among the various task in which ML can be applied (e.g., regression, 

classification, clustering (Zennaro et al., 2021), in the present work, ML 
is used to classify Chl-a values, as response variable in the designed 
models. In ML, classification is the process of predicting the class of 
given data points. Classification predictive modelling means approxi-
mating a mapping function (f) from input variables (X) to discrete output 
variables (y) (Marzban, 2009). In the context of this research, two 
classification modes are developed based on the descriptive statistics 
computed on historical (SAMANET) data (see Table 2): i) median clas-
sification of Chl-a values under and over the median value (Mode 1), ii) 
quartiles classification based on Chl-a quartiles (Mode 2). More specif-
ically, the Chl-a threshold for the median classification is 1.46 µg/l; 
instead for the quartiles classification, the first quartile (Q1) corresponds 
to 0.85 µg/l, the second quartile (Q2) matches with the median, and the 
third quartile (Q3) is equal to 2.78 µg/l. Table showing the classes and 
related ranges applied to two modes are reported in the SM4. 

3.2.2. ML models description 
A huge variety of ML algorithms for classification exist, and their 

performances depend on the application and nature of the available data 
set (Kotsiantis et al., 2006). Considering the complex spatio-temporal 
dynamics and interactions occurring in the Venice Lagoon, two algo-
rithms belonging to two significant families are implemented. In 
particular, the RF algorithm, from the decision trees family, and the 
MLP, from the artificial neural network (ANN) group, are applied. RF 

and MLP show fundamental differences, and their architecture have 
been selected among a set of other possible ML algorithms (e.g., SVM, 
DT, LR) because they represent a good match for pursuing the objectives 
of this study (Aslan et al., 2022; Barzegar et al., 2020). Indeed, many 
examples can be founded in the literature demonstrating RF and MLP’s 
good performances in capturing WQ data relationships, while providing 
good prediction and forecasting results for WQ indicators (Derot et al., 
2020). 

RF is a suitable approach to study biological systems because it is 
highly data-adaptive, applicable to both large and small problems, and 
able to account for correlation as well as for the interactions among 
different features (Ishwaran, 2012). Furthermore, it is known that this 
algorithm has no prior assumptions, is not too sensitive to missing data, 
and is adapted to manage nonlinear processes (Derot et al., 2020). 
Recent studies applying RF obtained high performance for forecasting 
phytoplankton and cyanobacteria distribution (Derot et al., 2020; Maier 
& Keller, 2019; Nelson et al., 2018). Tong et al. (2019) applied RF to 
simulate seasonal algal growth, also in relation to different nutrient 
levels. In their paper, they demonstrated that RF can be used to char-
acterize the relationships between Chl-a concentrations and various 
environmental drivers, assessing the potential decline in Chl-a concen-
tration with scenarios of reduction in total nitrogen or total phosphorous 
and an increase in temperature (Tong et al., 2019). 

RF is an ensemble model that combines the predictions of multiple 
classification trees (Maindonald, 2013). Its purpose is to address the 
instability of individual trees, which can be influenced by specific sub-
sets of training data (Hastie et al., 2009). By merging multiple trees, RF 
creates a more reliable and generalized model compared to single 
classification trees. Each tree is trained using a random subset of features 
and/or observations. Final predictions are obtained by averaging the 
predictions of all the classification trees. The RF classifier offers several 
hyperparameters for optimization, such as the number of features used, 
maximum tree depth, number of estimators (i.e., number of trees), 
sample split3 and sample leaf4. In the SM5 an extract of the RF tree 
developed in the frame of this study is presented. 

On the other hand, also MLP has been widely applied in literature to 
support the analysis and modelling of natural processes underpinning 
WQ variations across a wide range of water bodies (e.g. coastal areas, 
lakes, and lagoons). Among these, Nazeer et al. (2017) attempted to 
evaluate the performance of MLP algorithm to estimate Chl-a and sus-
pended solids concentrations; similarly, Melesse et al. (2008) created a 
hybrid MLP-BP (Back Propagation) model to predict the level of Chl-a 
based on the correlation of monthly nutrients (and other WQ-related 
data) to Chl-a level in different data scenarios. Their model results 
demonstrated MLP-BP good performances. Ahmed et al. (2019), evalu-
ated the correlation among several WQ parameters using MLP; finally, 
García Nieto et al. (2019) studied the relationship between algal atypical 
proliferation indicators and several biological and physical–chemical 
parameters through a MLP-based model. 

MLP is a feedforward ANN: one neuron’s output is propagated to the 
other neuron’s input located in the next layer (Chen et al., 2020). More 
specifically, MLPs are general-purpose, flexible, and nonlinear models 
that, given a set of data, can virtually approximate any function with any 
desired degree of accuracy (Sarle, 1994). Therefore, MLPs can be used, 
for instance, when the form of the relationship between independent 
and dependent variables is unknown. Focusing on their structure, MLP 
models, like all ANNs, are composed by many layers of computing ele-
ments (called neurons) connected via weights which are determined by 
training the system through a training dataset (Miall, 1992). In partic-
ular, the MLP architecture developed for the Venice case study shows 5 
neurons (i.e., water temperature, DO, salinity, station, and month), an 

2 k-fold CV: the training set is split into k smaller sets. For each of the k’folds’, 
a model is trained using k− 1 of the folds as training data; the resulting model is 
validated on the remaining part of the data (i.e., it is used as a test set to 
compute a performance measure such as accuracy). The performance measure 
reported by k-fold cross-validation is then the average of the values computed 
in the loop (source: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/cross_validation. 
html). 

3 Sample split: min number of data points placed in a node before the node is 
split.  

4 Samples leaf: the minimum number of data points allowed in a leaf node. 
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output layer (Chl-a), and ‘m’ neurons in the hidden layer. A MLP, 
therefore, acquires a set of inputs included in the input layer), calculates 
a weighted average of them using weights, and, finally, uses some 
activation functions (f) to generate an output layer (figure SM5.b). 

3.2.3. ML model selection 
RF and MLP models are trained with both classification modes 1 and 

2, and the hyperparameters are tuned using training and validation sets 
(figure SM3). Results of the accuracy (eq. (1) and F1 Score metrics (eq. 
(4) are compared to evaluate differences in performance between 
designed models. In particular, accuracy and F1 Score computed on 
confusion matrices have been (and still are) among the most popular 
adopted metrics in classification tasks (Chicco & Jurman, 2020). Model 
accuracy returns the number of classifications the model correctly pre-
dicts divided by the total number of predictions made. Mathematically, 
model accuracy is expressed as follows: 

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN
(1) 

Where TP stands for ‘True Positives’, FP for ‘False Positives’, TN for 
‘True Negatives’ and FN for ‘False negatives’. 

Recall (also known as sensitivity) (eq. (2) highlights the number of 
members of a class that the classifier identified correctly, divided by the 
total number of members in that specific class. Mathematically, model 
recall is defined as follows: 

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2) 

Model precision (eq. (3) is the ratio between the True Positives and 
all the Positives. Mathematically, it is defined as follows: 

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3) 

F1 score (eq. (4) is the weighted average of Precision and Recall, 
providing a way to express both concerns with a single score. Therefore, 
this evaluation metric takes both false positives and false negatives into 
account. F1 is usually more useful than the accuracy, especially under an 
uneven class distribution. The greater the F1 Score, the better the per-
formance of the model is. Mathematically, the F1 score is defined as 
follows: 

F1Score =
2*(Recall*Precision)
(Recall + Precision)

(4) 

Model evaluation and selection are performed considering the F1 
Score that are assessed for each class under both mode 1 and 2. However, 
instead of having multiple per-class F1 Scores, macro average and 
weighted average are performed. Specifically, the macro average is 
computed by taking the arithmetic mean (also known as unweight-
ed mean) of all the per-class F1 Scores; instead, the weighted average is 
calculated by taking the mean of all per-class F1 Scores while consid-
ering each class’s support. In the context of a balanced class distribution 
as in the present work, these two metrics are interchangeable. 

The model that show the best accuracy on the test set is selected for 
the predictions of future scenarios. 

Moreover, indices can be used to assess the relative importance of 
predictors and make model outcomes more interpretable. Within this 
methodology, the Gini index (Breiman and Ihaka, 1984) is used to assess 
the impact of individual features. It measures the strength of the rela-
tionship between a feature and the target classes. However, one of its 
notable limitations is its nature, meaning it evaluates each feature in 
isolation and does not account for potential interactions with other 
features. This can lead to misleading results, especially when assessing 
features with a strong correlation, as the Gini index may assign low 
scores to certain features that are only effective when used in combi-
nation with others. However, due to its low computational re-
quirements, Gini index is frequently used for estimating feature quality 

in high dimensional domains, where the number of features incurs less 
manageable computational complexity of the more powerful feature 
selection methods (Čehovin & Bosnić, 2010). 

3.3. Hybrid ML-BGC model for scenario analysis 

Once the ML model that get the best performances on the test sets is 
selected the hybrid ML-BGC model is performed. The procedure consist 
in the incorporation of the SHYFEM-BFM outputs of water temperature, 
DO, and salinity variables into the ML model. The results are the 
developing of the Chl-a hybrid predictions for the years 2050 and 2100 
and for the baseline period 2019. Chl-a classification for the projections 
of SHYFEM-BFM standalone is also performed to compare them to the 
results from the hybrid ML-BGC model. Finally, an insight analysis of the 
hybrid model baseline and future predictions is developed for each 
season (winter, spring, summer, and autumn). The model estimates each 
day to which class Chl-a values will belong (i.e., under/over the median 
-mode 1, and in one of the four quartiles -mode 2). The results are 
organized into plots that can help in the visualization of present and 
future (baseline, mid, and far future) potential Chl-a shifts. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. ML model selection 

As detailed in Section 3.1, the dataset used for the ML model design 
includes 27,913 observations (i.e., corresponding to the number of days 
monitored by the SAMANET stations) of 6 WQ-related variables (i.e., 
water temperature, salinity, DO, station, month, and Chl-a). Classifica-
tion mode 1 and 2 are computed, and the performances in the test set are 
evaluated and compared through accuracies ad F1 Scores (session 
3.2.3). Table 3 reports results obtained from the two model types (RF 
and MLP) under the test set. Differences can be observed between the 
two algorithms, but generally RF’s performances result higher under 
both modes. Indeed, for the median classification, RF shows a 0.80 ac-
curacy and F1 Score; instead, the MLP has 0.73 and 0.75 accuracy and 
F1 Score respectively. Furthermore, for the quartiles classification, RF 
reports 0.61 for both the evaluation metrics, rather than the MLP with an 
accuracy of 0.50 and a F1 Score of 0.49. Within the median classification 
the MLP performs slightly better for the 2nd class (values over the me-
dian), compared to class 1 (values below the median), with F1-score 
equal to 0.75 instead of 0.72. Conversely, the RF shows the same 
result for the two classes (0.80). As far as the quartiles classes are con-
cerned, it can be noted that both models perform better results for the 
first and fourth classes (F1 Scores around 0.7) but are less able to catch 
the second and the third ones (F1 Scores between 0.51 and 0.52). 

Globally, the RF results more stable and perform better than MLP; 
accordingly, it is selected as the most suitable model and best candidate 
to compute future climate change scenario analysis. In Fig. 4 the 
confusion matrices of the modes 1 and 2, as well as the histograms 
comparing the test set values and the RF predictions are reported. In 
particular, the main diagonals of confusion matrices (Fig. 4.a and 4.b) 
show that for both classification modes, RF models are able to classify 
correctly the majority of values (high percentage and count of values are 
predicted in the correct class). Within the quartiles classification, the 
percentage of false classification decreases as moving further away from 
the main diagonal, indicating that the model rarely misclassifies more 
than one-distance class (e.g., only 1.1 % of the time, it assigns the ‘1st 
quartile’ class to a ‘4th quartile’ observed data). 

The histograms, Fig. 4.c and 4.d, show that RF slightly overestimates 
predictions in the ‘under the median’ class, with cascading effect of a 
minimal underestimation of values ‘over the median’. As far as the 
quartiles classification is concerned, it can be observed that the 1st 
quartile is the one most overestimated, followed by the 4th quartile, as 
they include extreme values, while the two central classes (2nd and 3rd 
quartiles) are predicted fewer times than in the true values. 
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The Gini index used to assess the relative importance of predictors 
and make model outcomes more interpretable, (Han et al., 2016) (Fig. 5) 
suggests that temperature is the most relevant input in the model with 
about 30% of relative importance, followed by salinity (24%). Then, DO, 
with approximately 23%, and information on month of WQ data 
acquisition and location of monitoring stations showing approximately 
the 13% and 11% of relative importance respectively, compared to the 
other model variables. It must be noted that stations and months’ rela-
tive importance have to be weighed, also considering the Gini index’s 

tendency to give more importance to the features with high cardinality; 
therefore, variables with few cardinal numbers, like the latter, can result 
in less significance for the model. 

4.2. Scenario analysis 

The hybrid ML-BGC model, obtained by combining the RF and the 
deterministic SHYFEM-BFM model, is applied to estimate both annual 
and seasonal Chl-a changes across the 10 Venice Lagoon stations for the 

Table 3 
MLP and RF model performances for the two classification modes.   

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) Random Forest (RF) 

Mode 1:median classification Test set Accuracy: 0.73 Test set Accuracy: 0.80 
F1_score: 0.73 F1_score: 0.80   

precision recall F1 Score  precision recall F1 Score 
class 1 0.75 0.69 0.72 class 1 0.80 0.81 0.80 
class 2 0.72 0.77 0.75 class 2 0.81 0.79 0.80  

macro avg 0.74 0.73 0.73 macro avg 0.80 0.80 0.80 
weighted avg 0.74 0.73 0.73 weighted avg 0.80 0.80 0.80  

Mode 2: quartiles classification Test set accuracy: 0.50 Test set accuracy: 0.61 
F1_score: 0.49 F1_score: 0.61   

precision recall F1 Score  precision recall F1 Score 
class 1 0.56 0.65 0.60 class 1 0.71 0.74 0.72 
class 2 0.46 0.35 0.40 class 2 0.54 0.50 0.52 
class 3 0.44 0.36 0.40 class 3 0.51 0.51 0.51 
class 4 0.49 0.62 0.55 class 4 0.69 0.69 0.69  

macro avg 0.49 0.50 0.49 macro avg 0.61 0.61 0.61 
weighted avg 0.49 0.50 0.49 weighted avg 0.61 0.61 0.61  

Fig. 4. RF performances. Confusion matrices of the Mode 1 – median classification (a) and Mode 2 – quartiles classification (b). Histograms of the counts of the total 
amount of days per class under the classification Mode 1 – median classification (c) and Mode 2 – quartile classification (d), comparing the test set (observations) and 
the RF predictions. 
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years 2019 (as baseline), and 2050, 2100 (as mid and far future), under 
the RCP 8.5 climate change scenario. The results from the hybrid model 
are compared with the projections performed by the SHYFEM-BFM 
model standalone. 

4.2.1. Annual-based scenario analysis 
Annual variations in Chl-a values are shown in Fig. 6 comparing 

SHYFEM-BFM Chl-a projections (full-colour bars) with hybrid ML-BGC 
model predictions (diagonal lines bars). In particular, the SHYFEM- 

Fig. 5. RF model feature importance calculated with the Gini index.  

Fig. 6. Comparison among SHYFEM-BFM Chl-a projections (full colour) and hybrid ML-BGC predictions (diagonal lines) a) under the mode 1 – median classification; 
b) Mode 2 – quartiles classification. The height of the bars indicates the total number of days across the 10 stations considered in this study. 
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BFM projections, under the median classification (Fig. 6.a), evidence an 
increasing number of days when Chl-a assumes values below the median 
(class 1) moving from the mid to the far future. On the contrary, hybrid 
predictions indicate an increase in class 2 elements in the far future. 

When looking at the model run under the mode 2 (i.e., with quartiles 
classes, Fig. 6.b), in both the mid and far future, the SHYFEM-BFM Chl-a 
projections mainly fall within the 1st quartile; moreover, moving from 
2050 to 2100, a significant increase in the number of days expected in 
this ‘lower Chl-a’s values’ class can be seen. On contrary, in the other 
three classes, the total number days of Chl-a projections decrease from 
2050 to 2100, until reaching less than 150 days per year for the 4th 
quartile in 2100. This decreasing trend in the BGC model projections 
depends on two main factors: 1) The model design provides for a 
decrease in nutrient load from the watershed, which translates into 
decreased availability of nutrients in the lagoon system that is negligible 
in the mid future and relevant in the far one.2) Temperature increase 
leads to anticipation of phytoplankton blooms and variation in bloom 
phenology. Spring blooms are shorter and have lower Chl-a concentra-
tions than in the baseline simulation. 

Focusing on the comparison between SHYFEM-BFM and hybrid ML- 
BGC predictions, the 2nd and 3rd classes appear fairly similar across the 
various scenarios. On contrary, there is an inverse trend for the 1st and 
4th classes. Overall, looking at the patterns of the hybrid model between 
the two extreme classes in the mid and far future, Chl-a values less than 
0.85 µg/l (1st quartile) tends to decrease, while values greater than 2.78 
µg/l (4th quartile) tends to increase. These changes could be related to 
the projected increasing temperatures in the future, which could lead 
the lagoon to an increment of periods in which the environmental 
conditions trigger an increased algae proliferation (and so, higher Chl-a 
values) and, as a consequence, the potential rising in eutrophication 
events. 

These opposite trends between SHYFEM-BFM and the hybrid ML- 
BGC can be ascribed to the peculiarities of these two models: one 
(SHYFEM-BFM) based on causal relationship, the other (hybrid ML- 
BGC) based on correlation learning supported by the integration of 
past observations with predictions. Indeed, ML is better performing on 
detecting extreme values, compared to the SHYFEM-BFM. Moreover, 
discrepancies in values’ trend can be attributed also to the differences 
among the input variables used by the two models (e.g. nutrients are 
included only into the BGC one; see Section 3.1). Furthermore, other 
differences may derive from the fact that the SHYFEM-BFM is a fairly 
complex biogeochemical model, but despite its relative complexity, it 
does not account for all processes that instead are captured by ML 
methods directly from data. By construction, even the most complex 
models obviously remain a simplification, and for this reason data 
assimilation is increasingly used in biogeochemical modelling (Teruzzi 
et al., 2019) to correct and improve the model’s predictions. On the 
other hand, the numerical equations applied by BGC models are able to 
detect changes and shifts on the investigated systems that may not be 
captured by a ML method, even though during the investigated time-
frame, such ecosystems’ behaviours have not manifested. In this case 
indeed, the algorithm has not been able to learn that changes and shifts 
during the training phase, and therefore is not even capable to predict 
them. 

Accordingly, combining a ML model with a BGC model undoubtedly 
offers advantages of integrating the causal approach with a method that 
learns directly from the data and, in case of Chl-a, enables to predict 
extreme values that the BGC model alone is not capable to reproduce. 
Further evidence of this pattern can be seen in the ML-BGC hybrid 
scenarios, where there is a long-term increase in Chl-a values classified 
in the highest classes. This finding aligns with the latest scientific 
research on climate change, which suggests that such changes are 
contributing to shifts in WQ parameters that can lead to harmful phe-
nomena like eutrophication, hypoxia, and marine heat waves (Breitburg 
et al., 2018; Glibert, 2020; Jane et al., 2021; Lloret et al., 2008; Shalby 
et al., 2020). 

4.2.2. Seasonal-based scenario in-depth study 
Seasonal future variations in Chl-a values are here presented to 

deepen the infra-annual variability of the Venice lagoon system, which is 
the result of the overlay of the seasonal evolution of light and temper-
ature, as well as of the non-cyclic development of dissolved nutrients 
loads, that are discharged into the lagoon by the tributaries and other 
point sources (Solidoro et al., 2004). Looking at the past, it is reported 
from the literature (Sfriso et al., 1992; Solidoro et al., 2010) that in the 
Venice Lagoon, Chl-a has shown a seasonal trend corresponding to the 
occurrence of a first moderate bloom in those areas presenting high 
nutrients concentration (i.e. near inland areas), around May (i.e., 
spring). Then, after a temporary regression, more massive blooms have 
been used to happen in July and August (i.e., summer). 

Concerning the mid and far future, the hybrid ML-BGC model 
applied across the entire year show, in general, an estimation of Chl-a in 
the lower classes compared to the higher ones. However, if we look at 
the different seasons the model predictions reveal interesting findings. 
Fig. 7 reports the rose charts with the result of this analysis, showing the 
seasonal variations of the hybrid predictions respectively for the base-
line scenario 2019, the mid future 2050, and the far future 2100, and 
against the classification modes 1 and 2. Under the mode 1 in Fig. 7.a, as 
expected, it can be seen that, in all three scenarios, in autumn and winter 
seasons, when the water temperature is lower and consequently oxygen 
solubility is higher, the majority of Chl-a values are predicted in the 
‘under the median’ class (i.e., class 1); instead within the summer sea-
son, corresponding to higher temperatures, Chl-a is projected to be 
comprehensively ‘over the median’ value (i.e., class 2). The most rele-
vant difference across the three scenarios is that moving from the 2019 
to 2050 and then 2100 there is a strong increase in the 2nd Chl-a class 
during spring (from 3.9 % in 2050 to 13.9 % in 2100). In particular, until 
2050 summer season is expected to be the one with more frequency of 
‘over median’ Chl-a values (10.7 % in 2019 and 12.8 % in 2050), a 
pattern that is expected to change in the far future (i.e. 2100), in which 
also spring is likely to present high Chl-a values (13.9 %), reaching 
almost the same amount of ‘over the median’ days as classified in 
summer (14.9 %). This pattern indicates that in the far future, under 
business-as-usual conditions, also spring is foreseen to become more 
prone to higher Chl-a value and, eventually, to eutrophication events. 
This behaviour is also in agreement with the output of the SHYFEM-BFM 
model, where the increasing annual water temperature will result in a 
shift in the Chl-a production, that will be anticipated in spring due to the 
earlier optimal conditions for algal proliferation (e.g., temperature 
around 25 ◦C, abundant light, and stable wind conditions (Glibert, 
2020); see also paragraph 3.1.3). Finally, also autumn seems to change 
slightly behaviour in 2100, as it is expected that the 2nd class will in-
crease also in this season (from 4.5% in 2019 to 7.5%). 

Looking at the hybrid predictions under the mode 2 (Fig. 7.b), the 
same trends observed under mode 1 can be noted: in winter and autumn 
prevalence of 1st and 2nd classes on one side, and in summer prevalence 
of 3rd and 4th classes on the other one. Focusing on the two extremes 
(1st and 4th quartile) it is worth pointing out that the presence of values 
in the first class decreases from 2050 to 2100 for all seasons except for 
winter. In particular, in spring and summer periods are reduced to about 
a dozen days (0.1%), highlighting that is not estimated (for the far 
future) to have Chl-a values under 0.85 µg/l during the warm semester. 
In all the scenarios we can see that higher values in Chl-a are projected to 
be mainly in summer (around 13% in all the scenarios), confirming that 
is expected to remain the season more prone to eutrophication events. As 
far as spring is concerned, aligned with the mode 1, an increasing 
number of days predicted in the higher values class (4th quartile) 
shifting towards the far future (from 1.9% in 2019 to 2.8% in 2050, and 
6.8% in 2100) is estimated. 

This estimated increasing pattern for the higher Chl-a classes, 
together with the expected increase in Chl-a levels during the spring 
season, not just in the summer, appears to be misaligned with the goals 
of the EU reference Mission, i.e. Starfish 2030 ’Restore our Ocean and 
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Waters Report of the Mission Board – Healthy Oceans, Seas, Coastal and 
Inland Waters’. Specifically, these estimations paint a situation for the 
Venice Lagoon that deviates from one of the key objectives of Starfish 
2030: to achieve zero pollution of our oceans and waters by 2030, which 
includes reducing nutrient pollution and eutrophication by at least 50%. 
At the same time, these results should be seen as a warning to raise 
public awareness and engagement on the future risks of eutrophication. 

Furthermore, based on the latest advances in computer science and 
biogeochemical modeling, the results presented in this study contribute 
to strengthening the digitalization of monitoring, reporting and analysis 
processes. Thus aligning the existing methodologies with another key 
Mission 2030′s goal: digitalization in environmental assessment. 

5. Conclusion 

The present study describes a hybrid framework combining ML and 
BGC models to develop mid (2050) and long term (2100) Chl-a sce-
narios. The framework explores interrelations among three WQ (i.e., 
water temperature, DO, and salinity) and two spatio-temporal (i.e., 
location of monitoring stations and month of WQ data acquisition) 
variables to evaluate Chl-a. In particular, the Chl-a’s future levels esti-
mation is performed considering the ‘business-as-usual’ RCP8.5 sce-
nario, as the pathway that poses the strongest environmental stresses, 
including intense meteorological and hydrological changes. The analysis 
is focused on the Venice Lagoon as one of the worldwide most relevant 
environmental and socio-economic systems and, at the same time, one of 
the most vulnerable and prone to be affected by severe climate change 

impacts. The hybrid ML-BGC modelling is thought as a tool that benefits 
from the interpretability of numerical simulations and the capabilities of 
ML models. In particular, numerical simulations enable to capture 
causal relationships behaviours. At the same time, ML, with its advanced 
extrapolation and generalization capabilities relying on data, might be 
able to detect additional phenomena that are not captured by the causal 
relationships (e.g., increasing variability and extreme values). Results 
showed that the developed ML model, trained, validated and tested on 
the observed data, produced satisfactory results, with good accuracy in 
predicting the Chl-a indicator (i.e., 0.61 median classification, 0.80 
quartiles classification). This outcome confirms the ability of the RF 
algorithm to learn trends and patterns from historical data. Secondly, 
with regard to future Chl-a scenarios under climate change conditions, 
the hybrid ML-BGC model show a decreasing trend in lower Chl-a values 
for the far future (2100), while an increasing pattern for the higher ones. 
Finally, analysing seasonalises, summer remains the season with the 
highest Chl-a values in all scenarios, although in 2100 an increase in Chl- 
a values is also expected during the spring season as a consequence of 
the prospected anticipated optimal conditions for algal proliferation (e. 
g., a temperature around 25 ◦C, abundant light, and stable wind con-
ditions), due to climate change. 

Laying the groundwork for further analysis, the proposed hybrid 
framework shows proper flexibility to be applied in other case studies 
characterized by similar environmental features and issues, as well as 
data availability. It provides accessible modelling and scenario analysis 
services, and it is reusable and interoperable. Understanding how WQ 
responds to climate variations, and advancing in the digital knowledge 

Fig. 7. Seasonal variations of hybrid ML-BGC predictions under a) the mode 1- binary classification, and b) the mode 2- quartiles classification, for the baseline 
scenario 2019, mid future 2050, and far future 2100. 
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services may facilitate the pathway towards the identification of 
appropriate adaptation and mitigation measures against WQ degrada-
tion in the water bodies (e.g., wetlands restorations), paving the way for 
a transformative change in climate adaptation pathways, as recom-
mended by the EU Mission Starfish 2030. The contribution of the pre-
sented methodology help in the advancing of the digital transformation 
in the field of WQ evaluation and prediction. Progress that can strength 
social actors and stakeholders who require standardized, easy-to- 
implement, and robust methods in support of meaningfully climate- 
proof measures for mid and far future water bodies good status. 
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